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DN 35 32167 6 40 32 5 100 1600

DN 65 32168 6 40 32 35,0 100 1600

Ceiling Nail - DN DN 35 DN 65

Any load direction

Characteristic resistance
(in concrete C20/25 to C50/60)

FRk [kN] 5 5

Partial safety factor1) γM [-] 1,5 1,5

Spacing Scr [mm] 200 200

Edge distance Ccr [mm] 150 150

Sher load with lever arm

Characteristic bending moment2) M0
Rk,s [Nm] 5,4 5,4

Partial safety factor γMs [-] 1,25 1,25
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Suitability
Base materials:
Concrete

For fixing of:
timber battens, borders, metal profiles, wire suspensi-
ons, chains, ropes, punched tapes, ventilation channels, 
wooden or metal supporting constructions, ceiling covers

Characteristics
■  fast-to-install ceiling anchor with high load bearing capacity
■  reduced drilling effort needed combined 
 with fast hammer-set installation
■  official fire rating
■  European Technical Approval(ETA-06/0259) for
 multiple use for non-structural applications in concrete

Advice 
The ceiling nail  is officially approved for loads up to 0,5 kN and 
may only be installed as push-through fixing for suspended cei-
lings as per DIN 4121 and DIN 18168 within the frame of acoustic 
constructions. It may only be used as stipulated in the approval.

Ceiling Nail - DN

Ceiling Nail 
DN
steel, zinc plated

Installation

1) Installation safety factor g = 1,0 included 2 
2) Characteristic bending moment according to ETAG 001, Annex C, 5.2.3.2 b 
* The anchor is to be used only for multiple use for non-structural applications, the defi-
nition of multiple use according to the Member States is given in the informative Annex 
1 of ETAG 001, Part 6.  
The fitness of the anchor for the intended use is given under the following conditions: 
The anchorages are designed in accordance with the »Guideline for European technical 
approval of Metal Anchors for Use in Concrete«, Anex C, Method C under the re-
sponsibility of an engineer experienced in anchorages and concrete work.

Characteristic values according to design method C* 

Technical Data

DN - Ceiling nail


